
Verandahs, Patios and Carports



From outdoor entertaining to 
protecting your car, there’s a 
LYSAGHT Living Collection® 
addition in a range of styles 
and colours that’s right for 
your home.

Trusted for quality and innovation 
and made using genuine 
COLORBOND® steel, every 
LYSAGHT Living Collection® 

structure is fully engineered to 
Australian Standards. It won’t 
warp, chip or peel, it doesn’t 
need painting, it’s rot and termite 
resistant and backed by the 
security of Australia’s largest steel 
maker – BlueScope Steel.

 LYSAGHT Living Collection® 
– the smarter choice for your 
home addition.

Australian-made designer 
additions for your home

Enjoy year-round outdoor living 
while adding style and value to 
your home with the LYSAGHT 
Living Collection® range of 
verandahs, patios and carports. 

Outdoor Living 
with style



The key is design flexibility. 
Choose from Skillion or 
Pitched rooflines with a range 
of Designer options to reflect 
your style and good taste. 

Choose also from 100% 
Australian-made COLORBOND® 
steel in a wide range of colours, 
a variety of translucent sheeting 
options or a combination of both  
to provide just the right mix of 
light and shade.

Freestanding or attached every 
LYSAGHT Living Collection® home 
addition is custom engineered 
to your specific requirements. 
Choose from popular LYSAGHT® 
roofing profiles like CUSTOM 
ORB®, TRIMDEK®, SPANDEK® or 
FLATDEK® with matching gutters 
and downpipes. 

Remember – with LYSAGHT 
Living Collection® the choice is 
always yours.

Design  
choice
Options for every home

There’s a LYSAGHT Living 
Collection® style to suit your  
home and budget. 



Stylish and affordable, a 
Skillion flat roof is the ideal 
way to cover your entertaining 
area, verandah or carport.

A LYSAGHT Living Collection® 
Skillion roof structure can be 
freestanding or attached to your 
home and is custom engineered 
specifically to your requirements.

Made from quality Australian-
made steel backed by  
BlueScope – Australia’s largest 
steel maker – your peace of 
mind is assured when you 
choose from the LYSAGHT Living 
Collection® range.

Skillion
range
Strong, durable and  
easy to erect

A classic Skillion flat roof blends 
seamlessly with any home.



Your LYSAGHT Living 
Collection® Pitched roof 
addition is available in 
Gable, Hip or Dutch Gable 
styles, opening up a virtually 
limitless range of design 
possibilities. 

Built using components made 
of 100% Australian-made 
COLORBOND® steel in a wide 

range of colours, with the option of 
a variety of translucent sheets for 
the ideal mix of light and shade, 
a LYSAGHT Living Collection® 
Pitched roof addition can be 
freestanding or attached and is 
backed by Australia’s largest 
steelmaker – BlueScope.

Pitched 
range
A spacious design for 
your outdoor area

A Pitched roof gives a more 
open, spacious feel to your home 
entertaining area, verandah 
or carport.



Mix and match design 
elements like a Skillion roof 
with Pitched Gables; the 
choice is yours with our 
Designer Range. 

Maximise the versatility of 
your outdoor entertaining area, 
verandah or carport while tailoring 
a design specifically to your 
lifestyle and property.

Match the profile and colours of 
your home; choose the right mix of 
light and shade and add a sense of 
space and style to your property. 
It’s easy with the LYSAGHT Living 
Collection® Designer Range.

Designer
range
The ultimate finishing touch 
to your home

Ultimate design flexibility to create 
a look and feel just for you – 
that’s the promise of the LYSAGHT 
Living Collection® Designer range.



With components made from the 
same high quality Australian-
made steel that goes into 
every one of our structures 
you’re assured of the long term 
durability of the structural 
components of your LYSAGHT 
Living Collection® deck.  

When you choose a LYSAGHT 
Living Collection® deck solution 
you get all of the benefits of 
steel including its light weight, 
straightness, dimensional 

stability and the availability of 
long lengths to suit every unique 
design challenge. 

With every component designed 
and engineered to your specific 
requirements you can be sure 
that you’ll be enjoying your 
LYSAGHT Living Collection® deck 
for years to come.

All the benefits of steel in 
the classic Australian deck

Whether it a place for entertaining 
your friends, or just relaxing with 
your family, a fully engineered 
deck from the LYSAGHT Living 
Collection® is the perfect choice 
for Australian homes.

Decks
Engineered to last



An experienced home 
improvement specialist 
can visit your home and 
advise on the best LYSAGHT 
Living Collection® design 
to complement your needs. 
With a wide range of options 
available they can design the 
perfect addition to your home. 

Alternatively, if you’re building or 
renovating, just bring your plans to 
one of our distributor outlets and, 

using the unique design software, 
they can develop the perfect 
outdoor solution to your home.

When it comes to installation you 
also have a choice.  Either ask 
your usual local builder to use a 
LYSAGHT Living Collection® kit, or 
call 1800 044 151 to find a local 
dealer.  The choice is yours. 

Getting  
your addition
Organising your LYSAGHT Living 
Collection® home addition can 
be as easy as calling your local 
authorised dealer to arrange a 
measure and quote

To find your local dealer call

1800 044 151



We call them SmartPartsTM –  
the nearly 300 cleverly 
engineered connectors and 
brackets which ensure the 
structural integrity and 
precision construction of your 
home improvement addition.

SmartPartsTM simplify construction 
for building professionals and 
they can give LYSAGHT Living 
Collection® Do it Yourself projects 
the same quality finish.

These engineered and tested 

components are pre-welded 
and pre-drilled to maximise 
assembly accuracy and minimise 
construction time. They make it 
easy to follow the comprehensive 
installation guide supplied with 
each set of materials.

There’s no need to angle cut beams 
and with a choice of 30 connectors 
available to resolve issues that 
sometimes complicate attachment 
to existing house walls and eaves, 
no challenge is too difficult.

Smart 
partsTM

No challenge is too difficult

Some of the smallest parts of 
each LYSAGHT Living Collection® 
verandah, patio or carport also 
make the biggest contribution 
to its strength, durability and 
attractive appearance.



With beams, cladding 
and gutters made using 
COLORBOND® steel* you  
can be assured that your 
LYSAGHT Living Collection® 
home addition has been 
designed and tested for 
Australian conditions.

COLORBOND® steel gives you 
benefits you don’t get from other 
building materials. It won’t rot, 
warp, peel or chip. It can’t be 
eaten by termites and with an 
oven baked paint finish it doesn’t 
need further painting or finishing 
when it’s installed.

*Posts and accessory items are manufactured from other materials.

With a range of modern colours 
to choose from you can design 
your LYSAGHT Living Collection® 
addition to blend perfectly with 
your existing home decor.

Choosing a LYSAGHT Living 
Collection® home addition means 
peace of mind. Not only is it made 
using only the highest quality 
materials, such as COLORBOND® 
steel, but every LYSAGHT Living 
Collection® home addition is 
backed by the strength and 
reputation of one of Australia’s 
leading manufacturers – 
BlueScope Steel. 

Made using  
COLORBOND®

Australian-made 
COLORBOND® steel

All LYSAGHT Living Collection® 
home additions feature 100% 
Australian-made COLORBOND® 
steel – and that’s something we’re 
proud of. Proud because we know 
that means real benefits for you.



Choice
With style
Freestanding or attached, 
depending on the style, it’s your 
choice how to integrate your 
new LYSAGHT Living Collection® 
addition to your home.

Our range of custom designed home 
additions give you plenty of choice 
when it comes to deciding on the 
perfect LYSAGHT Living Collection® 
design for your home.

Refer to the table to check availability 
and contact one of our authorised 
dealers to discuss how they can 
design a LYSAGHT Living Collection® 
home addition to suit your needs.

Attached Freestanding

Skillion ✔ ✔

Pitched

✔ ✔

✔ ✔

✔ ✔

Designer ✔

Gable

Hip

Dutch



To find your authorised dealer call 1800 044 151 or visit:

www.lysaghtlivingcollection.com.au
© 2011 BlueScope Steel Limited. 
LySaghT®, LySaghT Living Collection®, CUSTOM ORB®, TRIMDEK®, SPaNDEK®, FLaTDEK® and COLORBOND® 
are registered trade marks of BlueScope Steel Limited, aBN 16 000 011 058. The LySaghT® range of products is 
exclusively made by BlueScope Steel Limited trading as BlueScope Lysaght.

Why choose the LYSAGHT Living Collection® for your 
verandah, patio or carport?
•	 	Designs	to	complement	almost	every	architectural	style	and	design

•	 Freestanding	or	attached	to	suit	your	requirements

•	 	Your	choice	of	COLORBOND® steel roofing or translucent sheeting

•	 Computer	designed	to	meet	your	specific	requirements

•	 All	steel	components	are	termite,	warp	and	rot	resistant

•	 Fully	engineered	and	checked	for	structural	integrity	

•	 	Strong,	functional	connectors	and	brackets	designed	exclusively	for	use	with	
LYSAGHT® steel components

•	 	Low	maintenance	–	a	simple	wash	down	will	keep	it	looking	great	for	years

Choose a LYSAGHT Living Collection® verandah, patio or carport to be sure you’re 
getting the trusted quality that comes from Australia’s leading manufacturer of 
steel building products, with over 150 years experience.

Maintenance: The LYSAGHT Living Collection® is designed for easy care but regular 
maintenance is essential to retain the appearance and ensure the maximum 
possible lifespan. Regular washing with clean water prevents the accumulation 
of dust, salt and airborne pollutants that might otherwise reduce the full life of 
your addition. 

 
Refer to www.lysaghtlivingcollection.com.au for further details.
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